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to our Board especially Brian
who is returning for a second
round.
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The QuarryNZ Conference was
a huge success in Invercargill in
July of this year. Those of you
that did attend would agree that
it was an exceptional event and
a big thank you must go out to
the
Local
Conference
Committee for making it the
success it was. Special thanks
must go to all of the sponsors of
the QuarryNZ Conference for
their ongoing support of our
annual conference which has
seen
continued
growth
especially this year with record
attendance.
I have been asked by quite a few
people since taking on the
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responsibility as President What are areas of focus for me
over the next 2 years.
Firstly, I wish to continue to
build on the IOQ NZ’s vision of
quality
training
for
our
members. With Paul Sutton on
board we are moving to a very
good position for this to be
achieved and this progression
will be presented and discussed
at the upcoming Study Tour in
October. This coupled by the
reform of ITO’s is going to
require a lot of focus to ensure
we are a voice at the table, and
we need to ensure fit for
purpose content in training
material and the learnings.
Another area of focus will be
the mental health in our
industry. It has been widely
reported about depression and
suicide rates in New Zealand. In
recent times I have had some
close friends/colleagues and
family confide in me in regard to
their mental health situation. If
this is a snapshot of people, I
know that have reached out to
me, I am sure I am not in
isolation and I strongly request
that you check in on your mates
as well as reach out yourself if
things are getting on top you.
This to me is the significant
effect of workload stress and
demand. I spoke to a wellness
coach a few weeks ago to
establish how best to support
our membership base on
matters around stress and
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depression. Out of that discussion we talked
about the “me time” or “family time” that
people need to balance in their life. He said it is
important to have the ability to switch off from
work. Out of this discussion it drew my
attention to the fact that I, just like so many
others are always receiving phone calls, work
text messages and emails outside of normal
hours (including weekends) and it is a very hard
discipline to switch your phone off but, this
simple task that, if done every now and again
brings the “me time” and “family time” back into
focus.
Finally, my last area that I am committing to is to
be a strong advocate for the Quarrying Industry
and represent the members of the IOQ NZ
(Inc.) I have long had a passion for this industry
and I am truly humbled to be your President. On
that note, as mentioned when I accepted the
chains at conference, please feel free to give me
a call.
I would truly value your thoughts and
insights.
Dean Torstonson
IOQ NZ (Inc.) President

2019
WEBINARS

Oil Intel Ltd

(Authorised Distributor of
Total Lubricants)

THE
WEBSTER FAMILY

25 September 2019
Mental Health in the Workplace
Click here to register:
https://ioqnz.co.nz/shop/product-category/
webinars-courses/
25 October 2019
Principles of Emergency Planning & Response
Click here to register:
https://quarry.com.au/Event.aspx?
EventKey=191025WPDP
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*Seminar*
Emergency Management
The Institute of Quarrying New Zealand (Inc) is pleased
to schedule a Face-to-Face CPD Emergency
Management Course in Amberley on 14 November
2019 facilitated by Keri Harrison and written by Wayne
Scott.
Date: 14 November 2019
Location: Amberley (Hurunui Library), Canterbury
Start Time: 9am
Finish Time: 4.30pm
Competency: Emergency Management
CPD Hours: 7-hours formal
Facilitator: Keri Harrison
Catering: Morning tea and lunch will be provided
Your key learnings will be:
1. Knowing your legal obligations regarding emergency
management.
2. Having a general knowledge of what emergencies
can occur in the workplace.
3. Knowing how to develop and emergency plan for
your site.
4. Knowing what to document in the emergency plan.
5. Knowing what your reporting requirements are
regarding emergencies.
6. Knowing what training needs to occur on your site
regarding emergency management.
Applying your knowledge during a site visit.
Program:
1. Welcome
2. Legal Obligations
3. Emergencies you have experienced
4. Developing an Emergency Plan
5. Documenting the Plan
6. Importance of Training
7. Site Visit – Site Induction, Emergency Management
Plan Induction, Operationalise and Review the site’s
Emergency Management Plan
8. Application Activities to ensure maximum learning
and return on investment
Feedback and Close
Cost: $400 IOQ NZ Member or $550 Non-Member
DELEGATES MUST WEAR FULL PPE TO TAKE
PART IN A SITE VISIT
REGISTRATIONS OPEN SHORTLY
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In Pursuit of excellence
1st Jarrod Bellingham
2nd Tony Turnbull
3rd Rob Balcanquall
Outstanding Service provider
Oil Intel

th

On the 10 July 2019 we held a technical evening
at Gas & Tyre Workshops in Waipapa about a
one hour trip from Whangarei. Michael Boulton
from Triangle tyres spoke about safe tyre
selection, and the dangers of tyre inflation. The
meeting was attended by 26 people from
Whangarei, Kaitaia and Dargaville.
rd

On the 3 July 2019 in Dargaville we had the
MinEx health and safety updates with Wayne
Scott.
Then it was off to the Quarry NZ Conference in
Invercargill which was attended by a large group
of Northlanders who enjoyed the true Southern
hospitality, with four of us staying two nights on
Stewart Island before the conference - great
place, good pub and friendly locals - we came
home with some very nice smoked salmon.
Remember Northland won the rugby 27 points
to 7 Southland on 8th August.

Oil Intel Ltd

(Authorised Distributor of
Total Lubricants)

Back home to finalise plans for our local quarry
awards night, with committee members
presenting new ideas to improve the night, along
with our four major sponsors we had 38 other
sponsors to make the night happen. BIG
THANKS TO THEM ALL!! with judges having to
select from 23 nominations for 4 awards. The
night was held on 31st August, MC was Luke Bird
to entertain and to keep things moving along,
Comedian Simon McKinney sponsored by Oil
Intel had us all laughing, big turnout of 195
people enjoyed the night.
The winners were:

THE
WEBSTER FAMILY

Employee of the year
1st Donna Cullimore
2nd Nathan Taylor (Scooter)
3rd Kori Joyce

Good Bugger
Liz Damora
Coming up is our AGM on 25 September at
Carters Tyres Whangarei and on 14 October –
the IOQ NZ Study Tour with Paul Sutton –
plenty of CPD on offer.
Many thanks to all committee members for the
hard work put in to run our local IOQ.
Murray Smith
Northland Chairman

Marlborough/Tasman
Branch

We have held no meetings since conference to
report on.
Feedback from the members and exhibitors from
conference was very positive with a great
all-round package provided by the host region.
The IOQ NZ Study tour venue will be held at
Fulton Hogan Nelson located at 121 Bolt Rd.
Commencing at 6.15 pm on 21st of October.
Neill Kydd
Marlborough/Tasman Branch Chairman
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Auckland Branch
Report

Coming up we have the National IOQ NZ Study
Tour on October 15th, to be held at the
Manurewa Rugby Football Club. This includes a
speaker from C&R Developments talking on
recent projects and will be kindly sponsored by
Liebherr NZ.

Since our AGM in June the Auckland branch
committee has been busy organising upcoming
events, and a lot of people were fortunate to
visit the deep south in July and attend an
enjoyable and informative conference in
Invercargill.

This event will be followed by our annual Awards
and Christmas Charity Function which will again
be held at Alexandra Park on 29th November.
This incorporates a fun night of racing, celebrating
people in our industry and raising money to
award to a worthy charity.

During August we carried out our annual branch
social event which has evolved over the last few
years into our popular go kart challenge.

We look forward to nominations for awards so
we can celebrate all the great work and effort
people have been putting in over the year.

This comprises ten teams of four drivers
completing 40 laps each and is broken in to two
races. As the placings are combined for the two
races this led to a tie between Winstones’
Hunua Quarry and New Zealand Pumps and
Generators, with NZPGS taking out first place
due to a count back to the fastest lap.

Oil Intel Ltd

(Authorised Distributor of
Total Lubricants)

THE
WEBSTER FAMILY
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Lance Gosling
Auckland Branch Chairman

Third place were Stevenson Crushers. This is a
great event as it pulls together attendees from
local quarry operators as well as industry
suppliers and gets people involved that do not
usually get the chance to attend other IOQ NZ
branch events, and the racing is very
competitive.

IQA Conference
Geelong, Melbourne

Well done team NZPGS for taking out IOQ NZ
Auckland Branch annual go kart challenge.

1—3 October 2019
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Waikato/BOP
Report
As the winds slowly die and Spring weather abates, I am sure we are all more than
ready for Summer, hopefully we will get a warm one.
Over the past few Months the Waikato/BOP branch has been a bit quieter than the first half of the
year with the last report before the conference in Invercargill, which I understand was a huge success.
Unfortunately, I didn’t make it to conference this year and missed the networking with the rest of IOQ
NZ and AQA members. However, our Branch and committee were well represented both at
conference and in the awards sections. Congratulations to all the Award winners and the other
entrants who put up some great applications.
We have held our first committee meeting and set the tentative calendar for the coming year with
some exciting opportunities on the agenda again to see and learn new things relating to our Industry as
well as gaining more precious CPD hours both formal and informal. Its great to see new committee
members getting involved from the get go and putting their hand up to help with events and working
along side current committee to learn the ins and outs of branch workings.
Our first event will be over by the time the newsletter reaches you all. Our Field trip which is to be
held 19th September visiting Tauhei Quarry to see the new Crusher in action and on to visit the Huntly
Bypass project before it is finished and open to the public around February next year. The bus is full
prior to the event with over 50 people attending this will be a great event and very informative.
Sponsors for the event are MIMICO as well as RedBull and our branch.
16th October will see us hosting Paul Sutton as he presents the National IOQ NZ Study Tour around
the country speaking on CPD and how IOQ NZ Executive will be able to assist with this. Second
speaker will be Shane Stewart from WorkSafe who will be introducing himself to members and
discussing the local area Quarries as well as outlining where he and WorkSafe expectations will fit in
the day to day business. This is to be held at Porters in Hamilton.
9th November is our planned Xmas function and awards night to be held in Hamilton venue to be
confirmed. Let’s get in nominations for our awards as soon as possible. Stu Marsden award for the up
and coming person in the industry and the Pat Wallbank award for the person contributing to the
branch. Send applications and or nominations to myself or James West. Don’t forget to get in the
toolbox draw you need to attend.

Oil Intel Ltd

(Authorised Distributor of
Total Lubricants)

20th Feb 2020 we are planning another technical afternoon/evening similar to this year’s one targeting
specific CPD areas where you will be able to add new learnings and gather formal hours. Details to be
finalized.
14th March or around that time is the annual Golf challenge between IOQ NZ branch and CCNZ.
1st April Branch meeting & Technical evening TBC.
23rd May Fishing comp Coromandel.

THE
rd
WEBSTER FAMILY 23 June AGM at MIMICO.

Ray Haley
Waikato/BOP Branch Chairman
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Keep an eye out for the flier that I send out for
the “Study Tour”.
If you could confirm your attendance for the IOQ
NZ Study Tour in Palmerston North please so
catering can be organised, and let me know your
thoughts on Voting.
Shane Hagai
Wellington Branch Chairman

I know…. it’s been such a long time since
electing me in as Chairman for the Wellington
branch of the IOQ NZ. To be fair, it’s been a
hectic few months but now I need to take the
reins and run with it.
I’d like to first acknowledge Brian Bouzaid for
the time he’s spent within the IOQ NZ thus far.
There are a few things in the pipeline that you all
need to be made aware of:
•

•

•
Oil Intel Ltd

(Authorised Distributor of
Total Lubricants)

THE
•
WEBSTER FAMILY

17th October – Paul Sutton, IOQ NZ
Educational Officer will be presenting a
Study Tour in Palmerston North for a talk
regarding tracking your CPD hours. There
are at this stage up to 1.5hrs of CPD
available and we will be merging with the
Central IOQ NZ branch. A BBQ will be
available during this seminar which is to be
held at Goughs at 5pm.
Ashleigh Golden (Equip2) and Brent
Gilmore (Komatsu) are either new or
almost new members to the Wellington
Branch…Welcome.
We need to elect a Secretary for the
Wellington Branch.
Because I like
technology, I can set up a quick excel with
nominees and you simply reply back to
myself and one of committee members with
your vote. If that’s alright for everyone. I’ll
keep all replies and have each vote validated
by someone (Brian Bouzaid) to ensure its
fair and true. Alternatively, we can use the
Voting Buttons on Microsoft Outlook.
Next year we have the QuarryNZ
conference to be held in Wellington.
More details to follow on this with Brian
Bouzaid chairing the Local Organising
Committee.

Central Districts
Branch
Great to see the Central regions IOQ NZ crew
were well represented at the annual conference in
Invercargill. I for one was blow away by not only
the facilities but also the numbers of new
faces attending such a great event.
CPD continues to be a predominant theme
throughout members and despite your individual
thoughts on the subject it is here to stay for all
Certificate of Competence holders. We have
participated in the CPD review and are now
waiting for the final outcomes from
the
Board
of
Examiners.
What is encouraging is the IOQ NZ’s response to
these changes to help guide and support members
by making CPD more obtainable and easier to
manage. I'm really looking forward to this year's
Study Tour with Paul Sutton who will be giving us
the latest news and upcoming events in
Palmerston North on 17 Octob er.
Local reports are that everyone has remained
pretty buoyant throughout the winter period and
are now focusing on busy summer months.
As always bear in mind and support the sponsors,
without whom it would be infinitely more difficult
to do what we do.
Matt Webster—Central Districts Chairman
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Canterbury Branch Report
After our very successful Kaikoura Field Trip in May, Canterbury has had a fairly quiet
quarter. A couple of committee meetings have focused on debriefing Kaikoura to
ensure CPD hours are appropriately advised and recorded for attendees, and brain
storming for "what's next".
We're looking forward to the IOQ NZ Study Tour with Paul Sutton on 22nd October, to be held at
Readymix HQ, accompanied by a presentation from Chris Gray, General Manager at
MIMICO. MIMICO have also kindly agreed to be our meeting sponsor—thanks Chris! We'll also have
time to tour the ReadyMix filter press installation that was successful, jointly with Fulton Hogan,
winning the MIMICO Environment and Community Award at the recent QuarryNZ conference in
Invercargill. Speaking of which, we had a large contingent of local members attend conference, and the
stories are still emerging—an outstanding event. Congratulations to the Otago/Southland team, with
Gordon Skeggs, Mark Hopwood and a great team of volunteers putting it all together so well. We're
also planning a TransDiesel function later in the year, which will be a great opportunity to inspect their
newly refurbished state of the art Headquarters in Hornby, and Brian has promised an interesting tour
of some of the new additions to their operation. CPD will accrue at both of these events.
Other events in the planning pipeline are trips to Oamaru and Nelson—just finding the time is the trick
as we close in on the silly season. We've also had strong interest in establishing a sub branch on the
West Coast, and look forward to supporting our friends over there with this.
Watch this space!
Gavin Parker & John Crawley—Branch Chairman & Secretary

MIMICO Environment and Community Award

Oil Intel Ltd

(Authorised Distributor of
Total Lubricants)

THE
WEBSTER FAMILY

Gavin Parker (centre) from Christchurch Ready-Mix and Fulton Hogan’s Jared Johnston (left) received
the shared MIMICO Environment and Community Award for 2019. Presented by MIMICO’s General
Manager Chris Gray.
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Tim spoke about Queenstown growth, fastest
growth in New Zealand and Cromwell is the
fastest growing town and Central Otago is the
fastest growing region.
Infrastructure is under pressure in these areas but
Councils are working hard to provide better
services, Alexandra is currently getting an
upgraded water supply and Clyde’s sewerage
system is also being upgraded.

Our last branch meeting was held at the Victoria
Arms Hotel in Cromwell on 12 Sept with Fulton
Hogan as sponsors. The meeting was chaired by
Mark Hopwood and minutes taken by Brian
Docherty.
Gordon Skeggs gave an update from the
National conference held in Invercargill in July
this was the largest QuarryNZ conference ever
held in NZ with 638 registered attendees. The
feed back from delegates and sponsors has been
excellent
with
many
emails
received
congratulating Gordon and his team of
volunteers that supported the conference
organisers to deliver such a great event in
Invercargill for all those who attended.

Oil Intel Ltd

(Authorised Distributor of
Total Lubricants)

Jared Johnston gave a presentation and spoke of
the need for the AQA and IOQ NZ to be closer
aligned with the changes taking place in our
markets. How “Social Pressure” effects our
licence to operate Vs the lack of understanding
at local & govt levels. The industry needs to
continue to lift its game and be prepared to
‘Open its Gates’. He spoke of the continued
amalgamation of Quarries and calls for efficiency
gains. Jared spoke of Fulton Hogan’s very strong
values in the community and continued support
locally and nationally.
He also spoke about the introduction of fully
automated dust suppression systems at the
quarries and the benefits associated with this.

Guest Speaker ,Tim Cadogan –Mayor of
Central Otago District Council
Tim Cadogan gave an excellent insight into the
THE
challenges of Councils today and especially in the
WEBSTER FAMILY
Central Otago region with tremendous growth.
His belief is regional towns will grow vertically
rather than spreading out and this makes sense
from an infrastructure perspective.

Tim also implored the Quarries, to sell
themselves better to the public, rate and tax
payers don’t know about quarries and the
important part they play in all facets of modern
society, roading, commercial and industrial builds.
On average 250 ton of aggregate is used in a
residential property, the public don’t know or
understand – Quarries need to sell themselves
better.
Thank you Travis for arranging a great guest
speaker.
With the up-coming branch AGM in October and
the role of Branch Chair becoming vacant George
Kelcher spoke very passionately about the
benefits and rewards of actively participating in
the management of the IOQ NZ branches, where
this can lead someone and the personal
development that can be gained.
The need for the branch member’s engagement in
the branch activities and what they can benefit
from by becoming involved in the management of
the local IOQ NZ branch. The meeting was well
attended with 48 members and interested parties.
Our next meeting is to be in Dunedin 23 Oct at
the Edgar Centre in Dunedin. This will be part of
the National IOQ NZ Study Tour with Paul
Sutton as guest speaker. This is also our branch
AGM so please bring along your ideas for next
year how we can continue to improve and grow
the branch. Don’t forget to put forward your
nominations for Branch Chair and Secretary.
Thanks again to our sponsors and members for all
the work you put in to making the branch work
so well.
Phill Boult Branch Chair
Mark Hopwood Branch Secretary
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2019 Study Tour
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Educational Officer Update
Whether you are watching the evening news, surfing the net, or
searching for a greater balance and meaning in your life, the never
-ending phenomenon of change is always there. When you are in
the middle of it, you don’t really know what is going on; it’s crazy
and out of control. At its best, change can be a wonderful friend.
At its worse, it can be a lethal weapon that demolishes your selfesteem, wellbeing and dreams.
My Grandfather used to capture his busy life as a grazier by
claiming to be ‘flat out like two lizards drinking’ which means
working very hard without a moment to spare. Today, people in
all industry roles are required to work doubly hard to keep informed, current and employable. At the
same time, they are also expected to remain calm and sane when their work environment seems
uncontrolled and hectic. Surely the world of work should promise and deliver more than exhaustion
and disillusionment? Surely work is not about eroding peoples’ health, self-esteem and sense-worth?
Yet this is exactly what is happening to many people each day! Many people are often left to run onto a
massive playing field of ongoing change without the appropriate and relevant professional development
and training, mentoring and coaching.
Over the past 8 years, I have observed very little improvement in the way many individuals, no matter
what role they have in the industry, cope with change. I put this down to 3 reasons:

Oil Intel Ltd

(Authorised Distributor of
Total Lubricants)

•

Many industry workplaces and their employees are finding it increasingly difficult to address and
cater for current and emerging industry drivers such as automation, new technologies,
environmental politics, community expectations, changes in legislation and regulations, workplace
health and safety and the uncertainty of infrastructure spend. Today’s world of work in the
quarrying industry rarely gives us the luxury of a simple ‘blanket’ solution.

•

Individuals are not taking responsibility for undertaking their own professional development and
training. Many are waiting for their supervisors/employers to organise and/or direct them to
undertake professional development and training. Many see professional development and training
as an inconvenience, an imposition and a complete waste of time and money.

•

A high percentage of current professional development and training programs are only addressing
the historical and current issues and not delving into the issues that will shape the quarrying
industry over the next 10-15 years.

During the 2019 IOQ NZ Study Tour, I will be talking about these 3 reasons in more detail and
offering some contemporary and practical ideas that will help you not only survive in the short term
but thrive in the long term.
I look forward to catching up with you at your local branch event in October 2019. Please keep safe
and happy.

Paul Sutton
THE
WEBSTER FAMILY IOQ NZ Educational Officer
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Quarry & Mining Magazine—Editors Award 2019
The Q&M magazine editor’s award is presented each year to an individual, group or company for an
activity or project that puts the industry in a positive public perspective, or contributes to the industry
in a positive way.
The winners of the awards for 2019:
Dylan Ward from Tauhei Quarry
Joe Hunter from Logan Point Quarry
Grant Andrews from AGS Earthmovers
Congratulations to you all!

Oil Intel Ltd

(Authorised Distributor of
Total Lubricants)

THE
WEBSTER FAMILY
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2019
Award Winners
Winstone Safety Award

The Winstone Aggregates Safety Award was
awarded to Fulton Hogan’s Pound Rd quarry near
Christchurch, managed by Roy Haberfield.

This year Fulton Hogan’s Pound Road Quarry
was awarded the Winstone Aggregates Safety
Award which was once again judged by Work Safe
NZ. The award is given to the quarry operation
judged to be the operation best meeting a wide
range of criteria relating to the
industry.
Congratulations to the team!

SCE-Rocktec Innovation Award

Gough Cat Travel Award

Peter Ford [right] receives the Gough Cat
Travel Award.

This year Peter Ford was awarded the 2019 Gough
Cat Travel Award. This award is a $3500 travel grant
for the operator that has consistently shown the most
dedication and commitment to the quarrying industry.
A lifetime of experience of being involved with the
Aggregate and Contracting Industry and Peter’s career
long commitment to Ford Bros and now continuing as
a part of Road Metals makes Peter a worthy recipient
of the 2019 Goughs Cat Award.

Lyn Jordan Memorial Trophy

Oil Intel Ltd

(Authorised Distributor of
Total Lubricants)

THE
WEBSTER FAMILY

Bill Connors [left] receives the SCE-Rocktec
Innovation Award from SCE–Rocktec’s Sales and
Marketing Manager Jason Tapper [right].

The SCE-Rocktec Innovation award is awarded in
recognition of a members contribution to
innovation in the quarrying industry. This year’s
winner is Bill Connors from Road Metals who
has been recognized for his contribution and ability
in assisting in the design and building of the new
plant for Corbett Rd and especially for his major
role in physically getting this plant built on site,
commissioned and up and running.

Kerry Reilly [left] receives the Lyn Jordan
Memorial Trophy from IOQ NZ President,
Peter Morgan.

The Lyn Jordan Memorial Trophy for “best technical
paper” is awarded this year to Kerry Reilly from
Winstone Aggregates. The paper entitled:
“Construction Of a Wetland A Natural
Solution” was presented at the Auckland Branch
Technical Evening on 19 March 2019 and outlined
how Kerry designed and constructed a wetland at
Baldwin’s Quarry to provide natural filtration of
quarry runoff to protect the adjacent Whangamarino
Heritage Wetland.
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2019 Award Winners
R D Hassed Memorial Trophy

James West [left] receives the R D Hassed
Memorial Trophy from President, Peter
Morgan.

The 2019 RD Hassed Memorial Trophy was presented
to Waikato/BOP Secretary James West (left) who has
made the most outstanding contribution to a branch
over the past 12 months. James ability to motivate his
peers and organise branch meetings with good
technical speakers is an example of the pride he takes
in his work and his local branch and not to mention his
organising skills are exemplary. Well done James!

IOQ NZ Shield

Niemac-Turnco-JCI
Achievement Award

Graeme Allen receives the Niemac-Turnco-JCI
Achievement Award for 2019. The award was
presented by Lance Cockle from Turnco
Engineering.

The Niemac-Turnco-JCI Achievement Award for
2019 was awarded to Graeme Allen from Road
Metals which recognises personal achievement by an
IOQ NZ member working as a quarry plant
operator or engineer.
Graeme has been very
instrumental in making Road Metals one of the
premier producers of aggregate in NZ with some of
his best innovative ideas. He has a wealth of
knowledge and has shared his skills with the team
for over 46 years.

Honorary Fellow Award

Oil Intel Ltd

(Authorised Distributor of
Total Lubricants)

Les Ward (right) receives IOQ NZ Award
from IOQ NZ President Peter Morgan

THE
WEBSTER FAMILY

Les Ward has given a number of years to the
Institute of Quarrying NZ as a member, Branch
Chairman of the Waikato/BOP Branch, an IOQ NZ
board member for a number of years and President
from 2015 to 2017.
His support of the Institute
over the years has been unwavering and will no
doubt continue for many more. This year his term
ends and he is presented the IOQ NZ crest in
recognition of his service.

George Kelcher (right) receives Honorary Fellow
Award from IOQ NZ President Peter Morgan.

The Honorary Fellow award is presented in
recognition of long standing service to the IOQ
NZ.
George Kelcher received the award for his
on-going dedication and support to the IOQ NZ
over the last 25 years, and the wider extractive
industry over the last 44 years. Congratulations
George!
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2019 Caenarfon Award
Kerry Reilly
Kerry Reilly presented his paper “Baldwin’s
Quarry, Construction of a Wetland – a Natural
Solution” at the Auckland Branch meeting on 19
March 2019. It received a fantastic response as
evidenced by the large number of questions and
feedback.
Having purchased the quarry 20 years ago,
Kerry Reilly has designed and constructed a
wetland to provide natural filtration of quarry
runoff to protect the adjacent Whangamarino
Heritage Wetland. In addition to removal of
sediments from the quarry site it also services
the adjacent Buckley dairy farm. The now wellestablished trees, shrubs and grasses are also
home to various fauna including bird-life. The
development is a fine example of how one man’s
dedication has contributed to producing a
magnificent environmental asset.

AJ and RJ Loader Sponsors Shield

Oil Intel Ltd

(Authorised Distributor of
Total Lubricants)

Congratulations to Komatsu who were the
2019 recipients of the A J & R J Loader Sponsors
Shield.
The trophy is awarded to the best sponsor’s
display at each Annual Conference.
THE
WEBSTER FAMILY An article was written by Stuff—click here to

read:
https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/
farming/111892572/green-type-of-quarry-cleaner
-wins-award
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What’s Happening
25 September 2019
IOQ NZ Webinar: Mental Health in the Workplace

The CPD review is due to be completed this
month with most submissions supporting the
proposal made by the Board of Examiners (BOE).
A new Gazette notice is expected by the end of
the year.
With the first 200 CoC holders up for renewal
next year, the BOE are concerned about the
confusion over CPD that existed in the first two
years, both within industry and the BOE, and
appear to be considering some leniency for
those renewing without fully complying with
CPD requirements.
The annual rotation of Board members sees 4
standing down this year. Nominations are now
open with at least two of the four re-standing
for the Board.
We have now completed fourteen of our regional
workshops with 280 people having attended so far.
The workshops are one-day duration and give B
Grade CoC's the opportunity to get all their annual
formal CPD hours through attending the one
workshop. We are grateful for the support offered
by WorkSafe and Brofil to assist in delivery of these
workshops, and to Hatuma Lime, H.G. Leach and J
Swap Contractors for their sponsorship. Check out
our website for a workshop near you.

Oil Intel Ltd

(Authorised Distributor of
Total Lubricants)

MBIE have recently released for discussion proposed
changes to Health and Safety at Work Regulations
covering Plant, Structures and Working at Height.
Changes are aimed at improving risk assessment and
management, introducing registers of high-risk plant
and designs, and making sure people have the right
information to ensure health and safety at work.
This may see additional responsibilities on designers
and manufacturers of plant. We will be submitting
on the proposals and I would welcome any feedback
and comment from all of you. Submissions close 4th
October.

THE
WEBSTER FAMILY Let’s

continue to work together to keep
ourselves and our workers safe.
Wayne Scott (CEO)

25 September 2019
MinEx Workshop—North Canterbury
1-3 October 2019
IQA Conference—Geelong, Melbourne
14 October 2019
Study Tour—LC Hydraulics Workshop, Whangarei
15 October 2019
Study Tour—Manurewa Rugby Club Manurewa
16 October 2019
Study Tour—Porters, Hamilton
MinEx Workshop—Ngaruawahia
17 October 2019
Study Tour—GoughCat, Cloverlea Palmerston Nth
MinEx Workshop—Taumarunui
22 October 2019
Study Tour—Fulton Hogan Nelson
23 October 2019
Study Tour—Christchurch Readymix, Christchurch
24 October 2019
Study Tour—Edgar Centre, Dunedin
25 October 2019
IQA Webinar: Principles of Emergency
Management Planning & Response
7 November 2019
MinEx WorkShop—Whakatane
14 November 2019
Emergency Management Course—Amberley,
Canterbury
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MITO Update
REFORM OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
PUBLIC MEETINGS ON WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT COUNCILS
The Tertiary Education Commission (TEC) is holding public meetings on the development of
Workforce Development Councils (WDCs) as part of the Reform of Vocational Education. These
meetings are specifically targeted to employers and industry and will give an overview of the initial
work on WDCs and discuss their potential industry coverage and governance.
The dates and locations of the remaining public meetings : Auckland, 25 September and 26 September.

VIEW MORE INFORMATION AND RSVP

GOT A TRADE? GOT IT MADE! SPEEDMEETS A HIT
This year the industry training organisations involved in the Got a Trade? Got it Made! collaboration,
including MITO, have partnered with the Ministry of Education to host 13 SpeedMeet events. This
brings together employers and secondary school students exploring career options ‘speed-dating
style’.
So far 238 students from 42 schools have met with 72 employers from a range of industries. This has
resulted in 2,780 SpeedMeet ‘sessions’ (mini-interviews) and 827 matches (where both employer and
student showed interest in each other).
With seven locations still to go, there's likely to be plenty more matches and tons of job opportunities!

2020 MITO SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMME NOW OPEN
The MITO scholarship programme contributes funding towards apprenticeships, training programmes
and business management qualifications. In 2020, up to 60 scholarships are available across eight
categories, totalling $68,000. So there are numerous opportunities available for you to start your
success story!

Oil Intel Ltd

CLICK HERE TO VIEW SCHOLARSHIP CATEGORIES AND APPLY

(Authorised Distributor of
Total Lubricants)

MITO'S JOB HUB
If you are looking for a new employee, we encourage you to register for this free service. Registered
MITO employers have access to profiles of jobseekers actively looking for work in your industry and
your region - and you can contact them directly! You can also advertise your job vacancies via the Job
Hub and if it’s an entry-level role, we’ll promote it on the MITO Facebook page to our 6,000 followers.
THE
WEBSTER FAMILY

VISIT THE MITO JOB HUB
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Continuing Professional Development (CPD) Review consultation
The Board and Secretariat recently completed a successful CPD review consultation process. Ten
workshops were held around the country. Workshop participants were given an opportunity in small
groups at the end of the workshop to provide their feedback. Written submissions were also sought.
Active engagement by industry in consultation ensures a robust process and that the proposed changes
are fair, reasonable and fit for purpose. The feedback received and suggestions made were genuinely
insightful, helpful and well appreciated by the Board. Remember you can claim CPD hours for attending
a consultation workshop. Confirmation of attendance was sent within a week of the workshop. If you
have not received confirmation please contact the Secretariat on BoE_Secreatariat@worksafe.govt.nz.
The Board considered the feedback and submissions at their 31 July meeting. The Board discussed the
proposed changes, the feedback and submissions and gave their feedback to the Secretariat. The
Secretariat is currently working with internal WorkSafe teams to develop a new CPD framework that
takes into account industry views and the Board’s expertise.
We will keep you up to date with progress as we can.
Renewals
The Board also discussed at their July meeting developing a renewals process as the first set of
renewals are July 2020. The Health and Safety at Work (Mining Operations and Quarry Operations)
Regulations 2016 state that an application must ‘be made to the Board not less than 2 months before
the day on which the certificate expires’. This means the Secretariat expects the first set of applications
to arrive May 2020. The Board considered a number of issues including how it would be ‘satisfied’ that
the CoC holder had complied with the CPD requirements including statutory declarations, fit and
proper person and first aid requirements and multiple CoCs. The Secretariat has been tasked with
liaising with internal WorkSafe teams to develop a renewal process. Once again we will keep you up
to date with progress as we can.

Oil Intel Ltd

(Authorised Distributor of
Total Lubricants)

THE
WEBSTER FAMILY

MIMICO
Advertisement
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Advertisement—NDA Equipment

Oil Intel Ltd

(Authorised Distributor of
Total Lubricants)

THE
WEBSTER FAMILY

For all enquiries please visit www.nda.co.nz/equipment
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Superior Cash Flow With Aggredry®
Sand specifications are becoming more precise, making washing aggregate more necessary than ever.
This is an opportunity the patented Aggredry® washer, manufactured by Superior Industries, Inc, can
help customers take advantage of.
As demand for more stringent material specifications grows and quarries progress further into their
reserves, the need to wash aggregate materials increases. The Aggredry® washer, distributed in New
Zealand by MIMICO, is a combination of fine material washer and dewatering screen in a single
machine, and is the ideal solution.
Traditionally, incorporating processes like washing and dewatering into your job sites can create some
common inconveniences. “Processing wet material means you often need additional time for it to dry,”
said Garth Taylor, MIMICO’s Crushing and Screening Business Manager. “That extra time means
delaying the reclamation of the stockpile, while extra space is needed for the drying inventory.
“The Aggredry® washer solves this problem by both washing and drying the material, producing
instantly saleable material with a moisture content as low as 8%.”

Instantly saleable sand
The Aggredry® washer’s screw removes clay, dirt, and crusher dust from your sand. This silt laden
water is washed out the backside, while the saleable aggregate is carried and discharged to the
integrated dewatering screen.
“Any remaining water is separated, resulting in a moisture content as low as 8% when the material hits
the stockpile,” explains Taylor. “From there, there’s no need to wait. You can transfer the fresh
material directly to stock pile or the customer’s truck.”
Often the material fines generated as a result of dewatering are lost with the waste water leading to
product loss.

Oil Intel Ltd

(Authorised Distributor of
Total Lubricants)

“These fines can become an
aggravating waste product that
goes right down the drain. To solve
this issue, minus quarter millimetre
sand is collected below the
Aggredry® washer’s screen in an
under flume and is reintroduced
back into the sand screw via a
patented water jet,” said Taylor.

This process saves 3% of the
material from being re-routed to
the waste pond which, in turn,
THE
WEBSTER FAMILY provides more product to sell.
For more information
www.mimico.co.nz

visit
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AEG—Advertisement
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Welcome to New Members
Name

Category of Membership

Branch

Peter Reid

Associate

Otago/Southland

Roger Buckingham

Member

Canterbury

Peter Kearney

Associate

Northland

Karl Goodhue

Member

Northland

Tony Greene

Associate

Waikato/BOP

Michael Earnshaw

Member

Canterbury

Quinn McNab

Member

Canterbury

and Secretaries,

Kelvyn Jolly

Member

Canterbury

Upcoming branch

Brian Hampton

Member

Canterbury

meetings

William Mikaere

Member

Canterbury

Kylie White

Member

Otago/Southland

Peter Barnaby

Member

Northland

Alaine Des Fountain

Associate

Otago/Southland

Brent Gilmour

Associate

Central Districts

Gavin Mason

Member

Canterbury

Adrian Hayman

Associate

Canterbury

Mark Shirley

Member

Otago/Southland

Richard Sutherland

Associate

Otago/Southland

Christopher Allen

Associate

Waikato/BOP

Scott Whyte

Member

Otago/Southland

Our website provides
information

on

the

following;

•

IOQ

Executive

Committee,

•

•

•

Branch Chairmen

Conference
updates

•

Award

nomina-

tion forms

•

Membership
forms,

•

Webinars

semi-

nars, and forums

•
Most forms are in
pdf format and can
be

scanned

and

emailed to save you
time.
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